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ABSTRACT
In the world of audio signal processing, before the digital era, there was a
variety of analog samplers that could pitch-shift and time-compress audio
signals on magnetic tape. In all cases, the essence of these devices depended
not on one, but typically four tape heads, uniformly placed along a circular
drum. By varying the speed of the tape and the rotational speed of the
drum, the relative head-to-tape speed could be manipulated, in ways not
previously possible, in order to achieve analog pitch-shifting and
time-compression of the signal.
The idea of a rotating drum having multiple tape heads dates back to as
early as the 1920s. But it wasn’t until 1954 that the ball actually started
rolling, when G. Fairbanks, W. Everitt, and R. Jaeger built a working
machine, with a rotating drum at its core, for pitch-shifting and
time-compressing tape signals, and perhaps more importantly, formally
explained its inner workings. There were others, thinking in parallel on
similar devices, but it was the work of Fairbanks, Everitt and Jaeger that
really stood out. Some years later, in the 1960s, along came the Eltro
Information Rate Changer, perhaps the most celebrated of these largely
forgotten analog samplers.
The Eltro was primarily used in the advertising industry to adjust the
time duration of an audio signal whenever the accompanying film needed to
run at a different rate so that a commercial could fit into the standard 30
or 60 second time slots. If, for example, a commercial film needed to run
faster, and the audio signal were simply sped up by the same amount, we’d
get the familiar “chipmunk” effect, where all of the signal frequencies have
been shifted up by an amount corresponding to the increased tape speed.
The Eltro got around this problem by preserving the signal’s frequency
information while compressing or expanding its time duration. The most
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famous usage of the Eltro, however, was not for time compression, but for
pitch-shifting the dying voice of HAL9000 in Stanley Kubrik’s “2001: A
Space Odyssey”.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, when computers were finally catching
up with DSP theory, naturally, pitch-shifting and time-compression of
audio, particularly speech signals, was of great interest. Foulke, in 1970,
and Lee, in 1972, were the first to digitally implement the rotating head
tape recorder, primarily motivated by reducing the number of bits required
to convey the same amount of information, or compression, in the modern
sense of the word. Sadly, along with the others of its kind, this is when the
Eltro got away.
As a form of DSP archaeology, I would like to bring it back, in digital
form, if for no other purpose than the pure enjoyment of hearing it once
more. For my research, I will formalize the signal processing theory
necessary to create an algorithm, which, in the digital domain, will
faithfully emulate the Eltro Information Rate Changer. I will first find a
continuous, closed-form equation that governs the positions of the four tape
heads along the tape, as measured from the tape’s beginning, as a function
of one independent variable, time. I will then discretize the equation, and
in the process develop the algorithm necessary for a faithful emulation of
the original, analog Eltro. In addition to developing a theoretical
framework and efficient algorithm, I intend to implement the system
physically in the form of a stand-alone, embedded DSP device.
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The first objective is to find a continuous, closed form expression for the
positions of four tape heads placed uniformly along a circular drum,
rotating with or against the motion of a piece of magnetic tape, as
measured from the tape’s beginning, as a function of one independent
variable, time. But before anything else, we need a visual representation of
the system and a set of parameters defining it. To get started, picture a
piece of magnetic tape laid out horizontally, as a function of position, x, as
shown in Figure 1.1.
4 3 2 1 0x
Tape Head
Magnetic Tape
Figure 1.1: Magnetic Tape Laid out Horizontally
Now, imagine the beginning of this tape placed onto a tape head at the 3
o’clock position of a cylindrical drum. Then, wrap the tape upward, along









Figure 1.2: Magnetic Tape Wrapped Along a Circular Drum
Insert three more tape heads at the south, east and west “corners” of the
circular drum, as in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Four Tape Heads, Uniformly Placed
And because we will need to reference each tape head individually, so
that there is no ambiguity, let’s name these tape heads according to the
following scheme, illustrated in Figure 1.4, where tape head #1 is given a





Figure 1.4: Adopted Naming Convention for Tape Heads
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Finally, let’s push play, so to speak. This will begin feeding the tape
across the “origin” of our system, which we define to be 3 o’clock along the
drum. The play button will also set the drum rotating either clockwise or
counterclockwise, as in Figure 1.5, where the drum has arbitrarily been






Figure 1.5: Magnetic Tape and Circular Drum in Motion
And that’s it. In terms of visuals, this is how we will represent the
system. Now we need to define our parameters.
First and foremost, the Eltro’s rotating drum is a physical thing and as
such, it has a size. To be specific, the drum is a cylinder composed of a
circular face and a perpendicular height; but we really only care about the
cylinder’s face, the area of which is completely determined by its radius,
which we’ll call r, our first independent property of the system.
The second most fundamental thing about the Eltro is the angle of drum
coverage, encoding how much of the drum is covered by tape. We’ll call this
property the drum cutoff angle, θc, and measure it from the origin at 0
radians. Additionally, the tape will always be covered symmetrically about
the origin. In other words, as far “up” as we wrapped the tape along the
drum in Figure 1.4 is exactly as far “down” from the origin that the tape
will cover the drum, once the system gets going. And to be true to the
original Eltro, for a given radius, r, there will be a minimum and a
maximum allowed range of drum coverage. We will define the minimum
drum coverage to be a quarter-circle, when the drum cutoff angle,
θc = θc, min =
π
4
, as in Figure 1.6a. And we will define the maximum drum
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coverage to be a half-circle, when the drum cutoff angle, θc = θc, max = π2 , as










Figure 1.6: Range of Allowed Drum Coverage
Subsequently, if we want to upgrade from the original Eltro design, we
may lift these restrictions on θc, allowing θc → 0, as in Figure 1.7.
r
Figure 1.7: Zero Coverage when θc → 0
Our third independent property, concerning motion, will be the tape
speed, vt. In Figure 1.5, for example, the tape has been given a forward
direction of motion.
The fourth and last independent property of the system, also concerning
motion, will be the rotational speed of the drum, which we’ll call vh, or
more precisely, rωh, the angular speed of the tape heads. The drum can
move in one of three directions: clockwise (ωh > 0), counterclockwise
(ωh < 0) or no direction at all (ωh = 0). And theoretically speaking, the
magnitude of its rotational speed can go all the way to infinity, although in
practice, there will be some upper limit.
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And that’s it. These are the four fundamental properties of the Eltro: r,
θc, vt and ωh. We now have a visual representation of the system and a set
of controls that we can use to change its state. The illustrations and
properties presented thus far will serve as a guide in developing the closed
form expression that we are after. Remember, the first goal is to find a
continuous equation for the position of the tape heads along the tape,
measured from the tape’s beginning, as a function of one independent
variable, time.
Moving forward, the plan is as follows. We’ll divide the first part of the
analysis into two sections, depending on whether the drum is rotating
counterclockwise or clockwise. Throughout these first two sections, we’ll
simply ignore the nuance of multiple simultaneously active tape heads, as
related to the amount of drum coverage. This is because, in the third
section, we’ll introduce a window function, taking care of this nuance. In
the fourth section, we’ll look at the case of zero motion, which is mostly
important when the drum’s rotation is switching directions, passing
through zero angular velocity. Finally, in the last section, we put everything
together into one system of equations that governs the Eltro for all time.
1.1 COUNTERCLOCKWISE DRUM MOTION
Either the drum is moving counterclockwise or clockwise. Technically, there
is the crossover point where ωh = 0, but that won’t be needed until we’re
ready to put everything together. So in this first section, we’ll be looking at
counterclockwise drum motion, i.e., ωh < 0.
First of all, because we plan to take care of the nuance of multiple
simultaneously active tape heads through the use of a window function
later on, we’ll simply set the drum coverage to be its maximum, a
half-circle, so that r2θc = rπ. And to make things easy, for our angular
velocity, ωh, we’ll use a fraction of π, so that at each second in time, the
tape heads will land precisely on an exact division of the drum’s arc length.
For our chosen value of θc then, let’s make the drum’s angular speed
ωh = −π8
rad
sec because then it will take exactly eight second-long steps to





= ππ/8 = 8 seconds. Anything less, like four steps for a
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half-circle, and we wouldn’t see a pattern. Anything more, like sixteen, and
things become unnecessarily complicated. So, we choose ωh = −π8 . And as
already mentioned, the radius of the drum is r, the velocity of the tape is
vt, and the “origin” is at 3 o’clock along the drum.
In Figure 1.8, we have a sequence of eight snapshots taken over the
course of eight seconds, like a flip book laid out one picture at a time.
0 sec 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 1.8: Counterclockwise Motion
This first flip book uses our adopted naming convention, where tape head
#1 is highlighted in black and gets the “anchor” to the center of the drum.
Let’s now make a table with time, t, in one column, and the position of
tape head #1, which we’ll call x1(t), in a second column. We’ll measure
time in seconds and distance in millimeters per second, but it really doesn’t
matter at this point. And for now, let’s use the absolute value of the
angular velocity, |ωh|. This way, we avoid negative signs, which would just
muddy the waters, especially early on, when we’re trying to build intuition.
Table 1.1 is our first table.
Table 1.1: Position of Tape Head #1, as Depicted in Figure 1.8
t [sec] x1(t) [mm]
0 vt · 0 + r|ωh| · 0
1 vt · 1 + r|ωh| · 1
2 vt · 2 + r|ωh| · 2





At first glance, things don’t look so good; half of the table is undefined.
Of course, this is just another way of saying that tape head #1 isn’t
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physically underneath the tape at those moments. But let’s ignore that for
now and focus on the various terms in x1(t) when it does exist. The first
term, vtt, comes from the tape feeding across the origin at 3 o’clock in
Figure 1.8. The second term, rωht, is the extra distance reached along the
tape, owing to the drum moving against the motion of the tape, increasing
their relative speed.
Ok, now, let’s change perspectives. Compare frames 0 and 4 in Figure
1.8. As far as the drum is concerned, except for the names of the tape
heads, the two frames look exactly the same. In frame 4, tape head #2 is
beginning its sweep from the origin, moving up toward the top of the drum,
whereas in frame 0, it was #1. In fact, if there were an eighth frame in our
flip book, ignoring the tape motion, it would be a copy of frame 0. So, it
seems like what really matters here is not where any particular tape head
is, but where the current “middle” one is, which we’ll call the center-active
head.
Clearly, we need to retool our flip book from Figure 1.8. Let’s do that
now, this time highlighting whichever head happens to be center-active in
each frame.
0 sec 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 1.9: CCW Motion, Center-Active Highlighted
Look clearly at this new flip book. Tape head #1 still has its “anchor,”
so we can see how much the drum has rotated overall. But instead of
highlighting #1, we’ve now colored in whichever head happens to be
center-active. It doesn’t matter which number it has (what it’s name is),
but only that it’s center-active.
It may not be immediately obvious, but there’s a pattern beginning to
emerge. Let’s redo Table 1.1, this time focusing on the highlighted,
center-active tape heads in Figure 1.9. And let’s call the position of our
center-active tape head, xC(t). With counterclockwise drum motion, the
other head position that matters will be the lower-active one, xL(t),
following along behind, which is just xL(t) = xC(t)− r π2 . And as a quick
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reminder: we’re not worried about multiple, simultaneously active tape
heads, as it relates to the drum coverage; we’ll use a window function to
figure that out later. Table 1.2 is our new table.
Table 1.2: Position of Center-Active Tape Head in Figure 1.9
t [sec] xC(t) [mm]
0 vt · 0 + r|ωh| · 0
1 vt · 1 + r|ωh| · 1
2 vt · 2 + r|ωh| · 2
3 vt · 3 + r|ωh| · 3
4 vt · 4 + r|ωh| · 0
5 vt · 5 + r|ωh| · 1
6 vt · 6 + r|ωh| · 2
7 vt · 7 + r|ωh| · 3
Now compare Tables 1.1 and 1.2. What a big difference this new
perspective has made. Looking at the entries for xC(t), the tape feed term,
vtt makes sense; it just takes in the latest time value and chugs along, from
beginning to end. The second term, r|ωh|t, is even starting to take shape.
It looks like there is a modulo nature to it, and just glancing at the table,
for this particular ωh, we know the modulo number will be four, but we still
need to make sure.
So, let’s figure out how this modulo time duration is working, with our
second flip book from Figure 1.9 in mind.
1.1.1 THE MODULO TIME DURATION
Take another look at Figure 1.9 and Table 1.2. There’s a relay race going
on, where one center-active head passes the baton to the next center-active
head. But what is the time duration of each leg of this race? And what
does it depend on? That’s what we want to know.
We’ll call this “turnover” time the modulo time duration. And right off
the bat, we know that somehow, it must depend on ωh, since that’s how
fast each runner in our metaphorical relay race is running.
We should also take a pause here to emphasize the fact that this modulo
time duration, like any continuous time duration, can be any real number.
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Maybe it takes 4 seconds to pass the baton between center-active tape
heads (like it actually does in our example) or maybe it takes e2 seconds.
Or, crazy as it sounds, maybe the turnover time is e 3
√
π. The point is this:
whatever the modulo time duration is, it can be any real number. If it
helps, imagine that there is some “turnover/handoff machine” governing
this modulo time duration. What we are saying then is that this machine
has infinite precision.
With that subtlety out of the way, let’s get back to determining just how
this modulo time duration depends on ωh. The key is to realize that θc
doesn’t matter. And why should it? θc and ωh have nothing to do with
each other - they are mutually independent parameters of the system. So
let’s just leave the drum coverage as it is in Figure 1.9 and know that in
fact, it could be anything for this argument to work.
Now, being at the north, south, east and west “corners” of the drum, each
tape head is 90° apart by design. So the “turnover” time duration becomes
a question of how long it takes for ωh to sweep a tape head through 90°,
starting at 0° in this case. In other words, we need to figure out how many
second-long steps it will take for a center-active tape head to sweep through
a quarter-circle, beginning at 0°. Figure 1.10 should clear this up.
4 Steps








(c) ωh = 2π6.4 ⇒
1.6 Steps
Quarter−Circle
Figure 1.10: Number of Steps per Quarter-Circle for Various ωh’s
Let’s go through Figure 1.10 carefully. There are three circles and each
one has been cut into a different number of pieces. Now, cutting a circle
into a number of pieces is another way of saying we are dividing 2π by that
number, which is exactly what ωh is. After multiplying ωh by our radius, r,
and feeding it one-second time intervals, we get steps along the arc-length
of the drum (rω · 1 + rω · 1 + rω · 1 + . . .). And just to be clear, this
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number of steps can be any real number, as is illustrated in Figure 1.10c,
where the quarter-circle journey is stepped through as rω · 1 + rω · 0.6.
Figure 1.10 visually explains how to determine the number of second-long
steps each tape head takes during its sweep as center-active. And this is the










====⇒ # steps = 16 ÷ 4===⇒ modulo number









where the absolute value is used to account for the possibility of negative
angular velocities, which shouldn’t be included in the calculation. And as a
quick check, ωh → 0 ⇒ tmod → ∞, which means the “turnover” never
happens because the drum isn’t moving. And ωh → ∞ ⇒ tmod → 0,
which means that it takes no time at all for a tape head to sweep through a
quarter-circle since it’s moving infinitely fast. It checks out.
Ok, let’s take a break here and see where we are with everything. So far,
we’ve only considered counterclockwise motion and we’ve looked at two flip
books. The first one highlighted an individual tape head and it didn’t get us
very far since half of it was undefined. In the second flip book, however, we
followed along with whichever tape head happened to be center-active, and
that put everything in place. The tape feed term, vtt, became immediately
obvious and we even gleaned the modulo time nature to the second term in
the entries for xC(t). We then figured out how to express this modulo time
duration as a function of head speed, ωh, and called it tmod.
So, finally, for the case where ωh < 0 (ignoring the fact that in some
frames, multiple tape heads are simultaneously active, which we’ll take care
of with a window function later on), we can express the positions of the
center and lower-active tape heads, as measured from the beginning of the




xC(t) = vtt− rωh · t(mod tmod), ωh < 0
xL(t) = xC(t)− r π2 , ωh < 0
where we no longer take the absolute value of ωh, accounting for it with a
negative sign before the second term in xC(t).
1.2 CLOCKWISE DRUM MOTION
We’ve looked at counterclockwise motion. Now let’s look at clockwise.
Again, we’ll keep it simple, we’ll look for the pattern and generalize. There
will be some minor differences and tweaks to make, but overall, the analysis
very much parallels the case where ωh was negative. And actually, we
should view this as a bit of encouragement, since a lack of symmetry might
imply that our model needs work.
A quick side note: as mentioned above, there is of course the case where
ωh = 0, but we won’t need this until the end of the chapter. Also, we are
still ignoring how to actually deal with the nuance of multiple
simultaneously active tape heads in combination with a changing amount of
drum coverage. This will be solved with a window function, developed in
the next section.
Let’s bring out a third flip book, then. And for this one, as before, we’ll
set the drum coverage to be its maximum of a half-circle, so that r2θc = rπ.
And once again, to keep the analysis simple, we’ll use an even division of π
for the angular velocity, ωh, so that at each second in time, the tape heads
will land on exact divisions of the drum’s arc length. For our chosen value





sec , so that it takes eight steps to cover the half-circle, just as it
was with counterclockwise motion above. And remember, we’ve defined the
origin of our system to be at 0 radians.
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0 sec 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 1.11: Clockwise Motion
Take a look at Figure 1.11. We’ve got the normal naming scheme in
place, where tape head #1 is in black and has its usual “anchor” to the
center of the drum. Once again, at first, let’s focus our attention on only
tape head #1 and make a table of position versus time, calling its position
x1(t).
Table 1.3: Position of Playhead #1, as Depicted in Figure 1.11
t [sec] x1(t) [mm]
0 vt · 0− r|ωh| · 0
1 vt · 1− r|ωh| · 1
2 vt · 2− r|ωh| · 2





Have a look at Table 1.3. Now go back and compare it to Table 1.1.
Except for the sign on the second term, the entries in the second columns of
these two tables are identical. In fact, there’s really no difference at all
between the two tables because we used |ωh| with a ‘‘ + ” sign before but
we could have used ωh with a ‘‘ − ” sign instead.
The first term, vtt, comes from the tape feeding across the defined origin
at 0 radians. The second term is due to our modulo time, lasting four
frames, just like before. The arguments may be moving faster now, but
that’s just because we’ve done most of the work already.
Back to Table 1.3, we still need to fill in the gaps. Half of it’s undefined.
Clearly, just as with counterclockwise drum motion, we shouldn’t be
focusing on only tape head #1. So, let’s redo the last flip book, where
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instead of doggedly sticking with #1, we highlight whichever tape head
happens to be center-active.
0 sec 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 1.12: CW Motion, Center-Active Highlighted
Take a look at Figure 1.12. With this latest flip book, and armed with
the arguments developed above, we can complete Table 1.3 by inspection.
Once again, we’ll call the center-active position xC(t). And because we are
dealing with clockwise motion now, the second head to follow will be the
upper-active one, xU(t) = xC(t) + rω π2 , which we’ll add to our system of
equations at the end of this section. In the meantime, Table 1.4 is the
completed table. It’s obvious that the modulo time duration, tmod, is four.
Table 1.4: Position of Center-Active Tape Head in Figure 1.12
t [sec] xC [mm]
0 vt · 0− r|ωh| · 0
1 vt · 1− r|ωh| · 1
2 vt · 2− r|ωh| · 2
3 vt · 3− r|ωh| · 3
4 vt · 4− r|ωh| · 0
5 vt · 5− r|ωh| · 1
6 vt · 6− r|ωh| · 2
7 vt · 7− r|ωh| · 3
So really, there’s nothing more to do. We’ve already done the work to
explain each term. This was just a case of verifying that the
counterclockwise results derived above also work with clockwise motion.
Let’s take a quick pause to see where we are with everything. We just
found that the modulo time duration, tmod, for clockwise motion is the
same as it was with counterclockwise motion. And to be clear, we repeat
that we are ignoring the case where ωh = 0 until the end of the chapter.
Also, for now, we don’t care about the nuances of multiple simultaneously
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active tape heads in combination with varying drum coverage because we’ll
knock that out in the next section with a window function.
Finally, for clockwise drum motion, when ωh > 0, the equations for the
positions along the tape, as measured from the tape’s beginning, of the
center and upper-active tape heads, denoted by xC(t) and xU(t)
respectively, are given by{




, ωh < 0
xU(t) = xC(t) + r
π
2
, ωh < 0
1.3 THE WINDOW FUNCTION
At this point, we have expressions for the positions of the center, upper and
lower-active tape heads for the two scenarios where ωh < 0 and ωh > 0. So
far, we’ve conveniently ignored the fact that in many instances, there will
be more than one simultaneously active tape head. Let’s take care of this
now with a window function, which we’ll call w.
The window, w, is a function of space and, technically speaking, of time
as well, although in most cases, once θc is set, it’s left alone. And so,
realistically speaking, w doesn’t depend on time significantly enough to
matter. However, for completeness, we will express w in its fullest form as




] spans the maximum half-circle range of drum
coverage, centered about the origin.
Simply put, w is a spatially governed volume knob; it will attenuate the
signal by different amounts within the range of 0 to 1, depending on
location, rθ, along the arc-length of the drum.
If we just superimpose a graph onto our usual tape & drum
representation of the eltro, we’ll get a “schematic” idea of what w(rθ, t)
does to the signal. Figure 1.13a isn’t very useful, mathematically speaking,
but it does serve to illustrate what’s going on physically:
1) w(rθ, t) is an even function.
2) It’s zero for all values beyond |rθc| in both directions.
3) There is no attenuation in the very middle, around zero radians.
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These are the three basic requirements of our window function.
For a more more mathematical sense of what w(rθ, t) does to the signal,
take the graph on its own, as in Figure 1.13b. Note that we’ve kept the
schematic orientation of the rθ axis, so that in the graph, the positive
horizontal axis is to the left. Since it’s an even function, this really doesn’t





(a) Schematic of w




(b) Graph of w
Figure 1.13: Generic Representation of the Window Function, w
Generally speaking, this is what the window function will do:
xU(t) −→ w(rθ, t)xU(t)
xC(t) −→ w(rθ, t)xC(t)
xL(t) −→ w(rθ, t)xL(t)
But what is the actual formula for w? We haven’t specified anything yet.
And that’s because it’s open-ended. The “best” formula for w will
ultimately depend on how the analog tape heads physically respond to the
magnetic tape, especially as they approach and depart the immediate
vicinity of the edges of the drum coverage. Just before and after a head is
physically underneath the tape, there will actually be some magnetic
activity between the head and the tape. This will produce sound, and that
should be included in the expression for w. But this type of modeling could
get quite complicated - not impossible, but perhaps too distracting an effort
in view of our original objective. So we won’t worry about those details just
yet.
Figure 1.14 is a very simple choice for w(rθ, t), the tapered edges window
function. The positive horizontal axis is oriented opposite to the usual
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sense, but that’s just because we’d like to keep things consistent with the
physical schematic in Figure 1.13a.




Figure 1.14: Tapered Edges Window Function
The slope, m, of the tapered section will be given by m = −1
r(θc−αc) on the
positive side of the axis and +1
r(θc−αc) on the negative side, where αc is just a
way of indicating the extent of tapering. So, within either of the tapered
sections, the window function will attenuate the signal, in magnitude,
according to w(rθ) = 1
r(θc−αc)rθ. Clearly, the radius, r, will cancel out, but
we’ll leave it in, as a reminder that w operates on positions along the tape,
so it’s dependence is spatial, not just angular.
A slightly more complicated option for w(rθ) is a shifted, continuous
Hanning function, shown in Figure 1.15.




Figure 1.15: Hanning Window Function
To derive this window, we need a shifted, spatial cosine function that
covers 2π every 2rθc. And let’s wrap this spatial frequency up into a new
variable, k = 2π
2rθc
. This way the attenuation roll-off will move with a
changing θc. Figure 1.16 shows our shifted, spatial cosine:
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Figure 1.16: Shifted Cosine, θ ∈ [−θc, θc]
Now we simply subtract our shifted cosine from one, then take one-half
























where, again, the radius, r, will cancel but it’s helpful to leave it in and to
use k, as a reminder that w is really a function of position, given by rθ, and
not just the angle, θ.
Let’s quickly check the Hanning window for the basic requirements of full
attenuation beyond the cutoff, |rθc|, and none in the middle. When















it looks like we’re in good shape.
For completeness, there is one window function that doesn’t quite meet
our requirements, but still works, albeit very crudely. This is the so-called
“boxcar” window, as in Figure 1.17.




Figure 1.17: Boxcar Window Function
One of our basic requirements, that w goes to zero outside the cutoff,
isn’t met with the boxcar. In fact, a bigger problem is that at the edges of
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the window, the signal amplitude immediately turns all the way up
whenever a head hits the tape and then immediately all the way down
when it leaves the tape. Physically, this is unrealistic and anyway, it would
make for a choppy sound, which we don’t want. Needless to say, we won’t
be using this type of window function.
And that’s it. Whatever window function we choose, the problem of
what to do about multiple simultaneously active tape heads is solved: use
θc to tune the support of w for an amount of overlap that’s just right. For
every choice of w that we will be using, there will be a maximum of two
simultaneously active tape heads when π
4
< θc ≤ π2 and just one active tape
head at any time when θc = π4 . It should be noted that of all choices for w
presented thus far, none of them are quite good enough. Instead, we will
construct a custom window in the next chapter, tailor-made for the Eltro.
And in any case, no matter what choice of w, it must be an even function
and there must be full attenuation beyond the cutoff and none in the
middle.
Now would be a good time for a quick pause to see where we are. In the
first two sections, we found expressions for xU(t), xC(t) and xL(t) in the
mutually exclusive cases of counterclockwise and clockwise motion of the
drum. We still haven’t looked at the case where ωh = 0, but we’ll deal with
that next. In this section, we finally figured out what to do when there are
multiple simultaneously active tape heads. There’s just one more thing to
figure out and then we’re done. Let’s take a look now at the case where
ωh = 0.
1.4 ZERO DRUM MOTION
We’ve seen counterclockwise drum motion and we’ve seen clockwise. We
have expressions for the positions of relevant tape heads for both types of
drum motion. We’ve got our window function, which accounts for the
possibility of having more than one tape head underneath the tape at the
same time. The last thing we need to do is look at zero drum motion.
Actually, the only time we care about no angular velocity is when the
drum speed is crossing through zero, on its way from counterclockwise to
clockwise, or vice versa. If the drum has no motion at all and its just going
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to sit there, then the situation is degenerate and the system has been
reduced to an ordinary tape machine. So, although it should and will
function in the case of steady-state zero motion, we care more about those
crossover moments when the drum velocity is moving through zero.
And after all this time, it’s really quite simple. Whenever the sign of ωh
is crossing through zero from negative to positive or vice versa, the position
functions xU(t), xC(t) and xL(t) will be whatever they were infinitesimally
before ωh became zero. That is to say, at the precise moment ωh = 0,
xU(t) −→ xU(t−), ωh = 0
xC(t) −→ xC(t−), ωh = 0
xL(t) −→ xL(t−), ωh = 0
where t− simply encodes the fact that we’re using a time value
infinitesimally before ωh became zero. And we have to use t− instead of
possibly using t+ because we don’t know the future, so we could never use
t+. Another way of saying this is that whenever ωh(t) becomes zero, we’ll
simply use ωh(t−).
It’s finally time to put it all together, so let’s do that now.
1.5 PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
In section 1.1 we looked at counterclockwise motion of the drum and we
found expressions for the positions of the center and lower-active tape
heads, xC(t) and xL(t). In section 1.2, we saw clockwise motion and we
found the position functions xC(t) and xU(t). Then, in section 1.3, we
developed the window function. Finally, in section 1.4, we figured out how
to handle zero drum motion.
So here is everything together in one closed-form system of equations
that governs the Eltro for all time.
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xC(t) = w(rθ, t)
(







0, ωh < 0
xU(t








xC(t)− r π2 , ωh < 0
xL(t
−), ωh = 0
0, ωh > 0
(1.4)
where:
w(rθ, t) = window function, w ∈ [0, 1]





vt = velocity of magnetic tape, [mmsec ]
r = fixed radius of circular drum, [mm]




ωh = angular velocity of drum, ∈ (−∞,∞) [ radsec ]




The next objective in developing the digital recreation of the Eltro is to
convert the continuous theory that we developed in the last chapter into a
discrete counterpart. Ultimately, this will boil down to mapping each of the
continuous world parameters describing the Eltro to an equivalent, but
discrete version.
As a physical object, the Eltro has the following independent properties:
1) Drum Radius, r
2) Drum Cutoff, rθc
3) Tape Speed, vt(t)
4) Head Speed, vh(t)
From these independent quantities, the following dependent properties
emerge:
1) Head-to-Tape Speed, ρ(t)
2) Modulo Turnaround Time, tmod
3) Window Function, w(θ, t)




2.1.1 FROM DRUM RADIUS TO BUFFER LENGTH
For a given radius, r, in millimeters, one quarter of the drum’s
circumference is r π
2
mm long. To make things symmetric, this physical
quarter-arc of the drum’s circumference will map to a discrete sample
length of M , so that the maximum allowed drum coverage of rπ will map
to a buffer in memory of length B = 2M + 1 samples, where the extra “1”
accounts for the 0th location of the array being at 3 o’clock and there being
M locations above and below the 0th spot. This mapping from radius, r, to









Figure 2.1: Mapping from Continuous to Discrete Half-Drum Length
As an example, let’s say that r = 2′′ = 50.8 mm and that the tape speed
is a typical reel-to-reel speed, vt(t) = v0 = 381 mmsec . Let’s also set the sample
rate of our discrete machinery, whether it be a desktop computer, a laptop,
a DSP chip, or whatever it is, to be 48000 samplessec . By simple unit analysis










where ⌈·⌋ indicates to round to the nearest integer.
This means that to map one half of the drum’s circumference, which is
the maximum amount of drum coverage possible, we need an array of size
B = 2M + 1 = 20107, corresponding to about 419 ms of sample time.
In general, for a given radius, r, common tape speed, v0, and sample rate,











Furthermore, we will label the index locations as m ∈ {−M, . . . , 0, . . . ,M}
when it is more convenient to think in terms of the physical schematic and
as m ∈ {0, . . . ,M, . . . , 2M +1} when it is more convenient to think in terms



















(b) Array of Length 2M + 1
Figure 2.2: Mapping from Continuous Half-Drum Length to Array in Memory
2.1.2 FROM DRUM CUTOFF TO BUFFER POSITION
The amount of drum circumference covered by the tape is determined by
the cutoff angle, θc ∈ [π4 ,
π
2
]. For any allowable θc, the drum coverage will be
symmetric about 3 o’clock, from −rθc to rθc. We need to map this range
along the drum’s circumference to a restricted range of indices, −mc to mc,
within our array of size B = 2M + 1. This mapping from drum cutoff









Figure 2.3: Mapping from Continuous to Discrete Drum Cutoff Angle
For example, let’s say the drum cutoff angle has been set to θc = 52°.
This means that 52
90
× 100% ≈ 57.78% of the 1st quadrant of the drum’s
circumference will be covered by tape. And because we’ve labeled the
middle index of our drum array as the 0th position, rθc will map to memory







And in general, for any allowable user-defined drum cutoff, rθc, the

































(b) Restricted Array, from −mc to mc
Figure 2.4: Mapping from Cutoff Drum Length to Restricted Array in Memory
2.1.3 FROM CONTINUOUS TO DISCRETE TAPE SPEED
The connection between continuous and discrete tape speed must begin
with a short digression about time.
In its continuous form, time is given by t ∈ R. However, in the discrete
world, time becomes a series of “snapshots”, taken every integer multiple of
the sample period, Ts = 1Fs . And since the sample rate is a parameter,
which we have complete control over, we’ll further say that time is just a
positive index, n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, where N is the total sample length of
the tape.
As far as the Eltro is concerned, time exists as long as there is tape to
run through it. So there’s a connection between tape length and time,
which is both subtle and important. Once the user presses go, time can
only increment by one index per step, as in 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. However,
depending on its speed, the tape, which is nothing but a dictionary having
sample locations as keys and amplitudes as values, may be incremented by
any number of steps per unit time, either forward or backward along
n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. And furthermore, the increment amount may be
fractional, due to interpolation.
Now, let’s discuss the actual mapping from continuous to discrete tape
speed, which we’ll call vt[n]. We start with whatever common tape speed,
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v0, is chosen initially, and let that continuous speed correspond to a discrete
speed of 1 samplesecond . For example, the continuous v0 = 381
mm
sec chosen above
corresponds to a discrete speed of vt[n] = 1. And so a continuous speed of
vt(t) = 2× 381 mmsec will map to vt[n] = 2. Likewise, a continuous speed of
vt(t) = 1.5× 381 mmsec will map to vt[n] = 1.5, and so on.
In general, for a given common tape speed, v0, and user-defined tape





2.1.4 FROM CONTINUOUS TO DISCRETE HEAD SPEED
The mapping from continuous to discrete head speed, which we’ll call vh[n],
is exactly the same as it is for the tape speed. In other words, for a given






At the outset of the chapter, we listed three dependent variables that come
out of the four independent properties of the Eltro. In the continuous
world, these dependent variables are head-to-tape speed, ρ, modulo
turnaround time, tmod, and the window function, w.
2.2.1 HEAD-TO-TAPE SPEED IN THE DISCRETE WORLD
All of the magic in the Eltro ultimately derives from the exploitation of
head-to-tape speed, which we call ρ(t). By manipulating this quantity, we
get pitch-shifted or time-stretched versions of the input signal. The recipe
for ρ is quite simple, and really just boils down to a textbook example of




As a quick example, if vt = 1 (as it will be in any real-time scenario) and
vh = −1, meaning that the drum is moving counterclockwise with equal
velocity, then the relative velocity between the forward moving tape and
the counterclockwise rotating head is ρ = |1− (−1)| = 2, as it should be.
2.2.2 DISCRETE MODULO TURNAROUND TIME










2.2.3 THE DISCRETE WINDOW FUNCTION
The purpose of the window function is to zero out any part of the tape not
within the drum cutoff region, −rθc to rθc. Figure 2.5 will help illustrate,
conceptually at least, how the continuous window function, w(rθ, t), will










(b) Discrete Window, w[m,n]
Figure 2.5: Mapping from Continuous to Discrete Windows
Any time θc is changed by the user, a new window must be computed.
The procedure for building this window function will be as follows.
1) Initialize w[m] = 1[m] for all 2M + 1 positions within the array.
2) Zero out each end of the array corresponding to positions outside of
the drum coverage.
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3) Build a Hann window of length ⌊M
2
⌋+ 1, split this Hann window
down the middle and stick each half at either end of the remaining
non-zero portions of w[m].
4) Switch to schematic indices.
Figure 2.6 illustrates these steps.




Step 1) Initialize to Ones




Step 2) Zero Out Ends on Each Side




Step 3) Half of hann(bM2 c+ 1) on Each Side
M mc −mc −M
m
w[m]
Step 4) Switch to Schematic Indices
Figure 2.6: Steps for Building w[m,n]
And as stated above, a new window function is computed whenever a
new drum cutoff position is defined.
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2.2.4 CONTINUOUSANDDISCRETE VARIABLES INONE PLACE
Finally, just to keep all the variables and their continuous counterparts
straight, we’ll put everything here in one place in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Mapping from Continuous to Discrete Domains
Continuous Discrete
Time t n, n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}
3 o’clock Tape Position x0(t) x0[n]
Upper Head Position on Tape xU(t) xU [n]
Center Head Position on Tape xC(t) xC [n]
Lower Head Position on Tape xL(t) xL[n]
Quarter-Drum Length r π
2
M
Half-Drum Length rπ B = 2M + 1
Drum Cutoff Position rθc mc, mc ≤ M
Window Function w(θ, t) w[m,n]
Tape Speed vt(t) vt[n]
Drum Speed rωh(t) vh[n]
Relative Speed ρ(t) ρ[n]
Mod Time tmod nmod
And to parallel the continuous discussion, the Eltro’s governing equations
are given by:
xC [n] = w[m,n]
(







0, ωh < 0
xU [n− 1], ωh = 0




xC [n]−M, ωh < 0
xL[n− 1], ωh = 0





In terms of simulation, our objective is as follows. The primary concern is
to demonstrate that the continuous theory is correct by implementing its
discrete form laid out in the last chapter. We are not worried about
efficiency at this point and we are not operating in real-time; optimizing
the code and working in real-time will come later. With that in mind, let’s
get started.
3.1 A MAPPING OF INDICES
There are three indices to keep track of:
1) Time, given by n.
2) Tape position as seen by the 3 o’clock mark along the drum, x0[n].
3) Center head position xC [n].
We will now build up a method for visualizing how to keep track of these
indices. First we will look at a simple case where the drum is not moving
and the tape is just chugging along with a velocity of vt[n] = 1[n]. Then we
will introduce drum motion and see how that affects the positional index
along the tape.
To start, picture zero drum motion. Only the tape is moving and it’s
being read by the stationary play head at 3 o’clock. In other words,
x0[n] = xC [n]. Now imagine sample time, n, on the horizontal axis and the
3 o’clock position, x0[n], on the vertical axis. Conceptually, the connection
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between the schematic view in this scenario and a plot of tape position
versus time can be visualized as in Figure 3.1.
(a) Zero Drum Motion







3 o’clock Tape Position
(b) Aerial Plot of x0[n] vs. n
Figure 3.1: Zero Drum Motion, Zero Drum Coverage
For vt[n] = 1[n], the plot is simply x0[n] = 1n, where the slope is unity.
For other tape speeds (with zero drum motion), the plot will be
x0[n] = vt[n]n, where vt[n] is the time-dependent slope corresponding to
tape speed.
Now, let’s jump ahead a few steps. Imagine the drum cutoff angle, θc,
has been set and the tape has been wrapped along the drum accordingly.
Furthermore, the drum has been given a counterclockwise motion against
the forward direction of the tape. In this scenario, the connection between
the schematic view and a plot of tape position versus time is now visualized
as in Figure 3.2, where the drum coverage is colored in with light gray.
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(a) CCW Drum Motion







xC[n] Above and xL[n] Below




(b) Aerial Plot of x[n] vs. n
Figure 3.2: CCW Drum Motion with Drum Coverage
We can think of Figure 3.2b as an “aerial” view of the 3 o’clock tape
position, x0, and the two active tape head positions, xC and xL, as a
function of sample time, n. According to this aerial view then, the signal
amplitudes live above and below the plane, along the plot lines in Figure
3.2b.
Looking at Figure 3.2b, the 3 o’clock position along the tape is shown in
gray and the center head position, “sawtoothing” above it, is shown in
black. When the heads move, they trace out a sawtooth pattern. When the
tape moves as well, this sawtooth pattern rides x0[n] in the plot. At n = 0,
the center tape head, having the familiar anchor in Figure 3.2a, begins
moving counterclockwise. On the plot, this corresponds to the first
sawtooth, so to speak. When the center head position reaches 12 o’clock at
n = 1nmod, it goes out of scope, at which point head #2 becomes the new
center head, corresponding to the beginning of the second “sawtooth” in
xC [n]. These turnovers happen every nmod ticks of the sample clock.
Because the drum motion is counterclockwise in Figure 3.2, only the
center and lower heads are relevant. The lower head, given by xL[n], is
shown in Figure 3.2b as the dashed line saw-toothing below the 3 o’clock
tape position.
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3.2 FROM AERIAL TO SIGNAL VIEW
Figure 3.3 illustrates the connection between the aerial view, which maps
“regular” sample index, n, to “increased” sample index, ρn, and the signal
view, a typical plot of amplitude versus time. In the first plot of Figure 3.3,
vertical arrows highlight the increased amount of tape seen, which is due to
the center head sweeping up the drum, against the motion of the normal
tape feed, and horizontal arrows highlight the amount of tape seen due only
to the motion of the tape along the 3 o’clock position on the drum.







xC[n], Sawtoothing Above x0[n]
x0[n]
xC [n]
Figure 3.3: Aerial View of Sawteeth
In the second plot of Figure 3.3, this transformation amounts to the
information covered by the long arrows being squeezed to fit inside a
sample time duration of 1nmod.
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xC [n], Fast Sweep of Sawtooth #1




xC [n], Squeezed, Real-Time Output #1




xC [n], Fast Sweep of Sawtooth #2




xC [n], Squeezed, Real-Time Output #2
Figure 3.3 (cont.): Signal View of Sawteeth
Look at the arrow-highlighted portion of the signal in the first plot of
Figure 3.3. The arrow ends at n = ρnmod. This is the amount of
information on the tape that the counterclockwise moving tape head sees as
it moves against the motion of the tape. Because of the relative motion
between the head and tape, this tape head sees more tape in the same
amount of time than a stationary head would see.
Now look at the highlighted section of the second plot. The arrow ends
at n = 1nmod. This is the same amount of information contained in the
topmost plot. In both cases, the moving tape heads have managed to
squeeze information spanning a time duration of ρnmod into the actual time
duration of 1nmod.
At the moment n = 1nmod, the old center head has gone out of scope and
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what was formerly the lower head has become the new center head. In
terms of tape position, the newly ordained center head is M samples
behind the old center, and so its own sweep through ρnmod samples will
begin at n = ρnmod −M , hence the sawtooth shape of xC [n] in Figure 3.3.
This instantaneous baton tossing from one head to the next means that
there are chops in the output signal each time a new head takes over as
center. In order to smooth out these chops, the next task will be to bring
the window function into the signal view.
3.3 THE SIGNAL VIEW WITH WINDOWING
The problem now is how to incorporate the window function into our signal
view in order to smooth out the chops in Figure 3.3. Continuing with our
example of a forward moving tape combined with counterclockwise drum
motion, let’s take another look at the aerial view of tape indices, paying
particular attention to each pair of upper and lower sawteeth. And at the
same time, we’ll present the equivalent schematic view of these repeating
pairs of upper and lower sawteeth.
























Lower and Upper Sweeps
from n = 0 to nmod
U2
L2
Lower and Upper Sweeps
from n = nmod to 2nmod
Figure 3.4 (cont.): Schematic View of Upper & Lower Sawteeth Pairs
Looking at the aerial plot in Figure 3.4, evey nmod sample clocks, a new
pair of upper and lower sawteeth is born, labeled Ui and Li respectively.
Equivalently, thinking in terms of the physical, schematic view, as in the
schematic view of Figure 3.4, a new xL sweeps into the drum coverage at
−rθc and what was xL becomes the new xC at r0° along the drum.
From the above figures, it’s clear that instead of thinking about how to
window the full drum sweep of a given head as it enters from below, it
makes more sense to split the job of windowing into two separate tasks, one
for the uphill journey of xL and the other for the downhill sweep of xC .




















M mc −mc −M
m
wup[m]
Figure 3.5: Uphill & Downhill Windows
It’s important to recognize that these two windowing tasks are happening
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simultaneously, beginning each time a new pair of sawteeth is born and
lasting for a duration of nmod sample clocks. With the above discussion in
mind, the signal view from Figure 3.3, with windowing taken into account,
will be as shown in Figure 3.6. The bottommost plot is a smooth, squeezed
version of the topmost one.




x0[n], CCW Drum Motion




xC [n], Downhill Window Overlaid




xL[n], Uphill Window Overlaid




x[n] = xC [n] + xL[n]
Figure 3.6: Signal View with Windowing
Indeed, we are finally beginning to see the theory in action. By adding in
the tape information seen by the lower head, the actual output of the Eltro
is created. So, the simulation works in the sense that we’ve demonstrated
the continuous theory holds water by implementing its discrete version.
Our ultimate goal is to implement the digital recreation of the Eltro, but
before we can do that, we need to understand a little more about how the
Eltro achieved pitch-shifting and time-stretching. Let’s do that now.
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CHAPTER 4
TWO SIDES OF THE ELTRO
As stated above, the magic of the eltro lies in its ability to exploit
head-to-tape speed in order to achieve pitch-shifting and/or time-stretching.
But up until now, we really haven’t discussed the difference between these
two concepts or even what they mean on their own, for that matter. Let’s
do that now. We’ll begin with pitch-shifting and finish with time-stretching.
4.1 PITCH-SHIFTING
Pitch is a musical word for frequency. Shifting the pitch of a signal means
that all of its frequency information is moved up or down by the same
factor. Visually speaking, in terms of a typical magnitude frequency plot,
this means shifting the energy to a new center of mass along the horizontal
axis. And it’s important to realize that pitch-shifting also implies that the
signal’s time-duration is unaltered. So, for example, if some signal, lasting 1
second, contains two frequencies at 440 Hz and 520 Hz, and the signal is
pitch-shifted by a factor of 2, then the signal length will remain 1 second
and those two frequencies, or pitches, will be shifted to become 880 Hz and
1040 Hz. When an example like this is extended to signals containing any
number of frequencies, we get pitch-shifting.
In terms of the Eltro and the discussion above, pitch-shifting is achieved
by varying the head speed, vh, while leaving the tape speed, vt, alone. Just
imagine one tiny snippet of audio located physically somewhere along the
tape as a jogger going on a run. The tape speed is analogous to the jogger’s
pace, while the head speed corresponds to the motion of the path and all its
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contents like the trees or city streets, etc. If the jogger runs at a constant
pace, then no matter what the head speed is, this tiny snippet of audio,
represented by our jogger, will always take the same amount of time in
getting from its initial location to the 3 o’clock position along the drum. In
other words, for a constant tape speed, no matter what the head speed, the
time duration of this jogger’s journey is the same; the time duration of the
audio signal is constant.
Now imagine the head speed is non-zero. Say vh = −1, so that
ρ = |vt − vh| = 2, and that there is a little camera on our jogger’s head.
The world would be flying past their eyes at twice the speed. However, the
total time duration of their run will be the same. This is pitch shifting; the
time stays the same, but the frequencies all change by a factor of ρ.
On the original Eltro, head speed, which determines the amount of
pitch-shifting, was partitioned into musical intervals as in the illustration of











Figure 4.1: Original Head Speed Dial
Using a reference note of C4, a mapping between the head speeds marked
on the dial in Figure 4.1 and relative speed, ρ is given in Table 4.1. The
equation for relative pitch, ρ, as a function of desired musical interval, α,
above or below the reference, is simply ρ(α) = 2 α/12.
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Table 4.1: Mapping Musical Intervals from Figure 4.1 to Relative Speed, ρ
Musical Interval Note Relative Pitch, ρ vh for vt = 1
Maj. 3rd Above E4 2 + 4/12 = 1.2599 -0.2599
Min. 3rd Above D♯4 2+3/12 = 1.1892 -0.1892
Maj. 2nd Above D4 2 + 2/12 = 1.1225 -0.1225
Min. 2nd Above C♯4 2 + 1/12 = 1.0595 -0.0595
Unison C4 2 0/12 = 0.0000 0.0000
Min. 2nd Below B3 2− 1/12 = 0.9439 0.0561
Maj. 2nd Below B♭3 2− 2/12 = 0.8909 0.1091
Min. 3rd Below A3 2− 3/12 = 0.8409 0.1591
Maj. 3rd Below A♭3 2− 4/12 = 0.7937 0.2063
Maj. 4th Below G3 2− 5/12 = 0.7492 0.2508
So pitch-shifting is controlled by head speed, which means we need a dial
for vh. Now, theoretically speaking, the head speed can be whatever the
user wants, but for this digital recreation of the Eltro, the head speed will
range from 1 to -1, which, for a fixed vt = 1, corresponds to a range of
head-to-tape speed from 0 to 2, respectively. In terms of the Eltro’s




Figure 4.2: New Head Speed Dial
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4.2 TIME-STRETCHING
Continuing with our analogy where a snippet of audio, located somewhere
along the tape, is represented by a little jogger, moving along at a pace of
vt, let’s now look at the other side of the Eltro: time-stretching. In this
case, whatever the tape speed is, the head speed must be such that the
relative head-to-tape speed, ρ, maintains a steady value of 1.
For example, let’s say that vt = 1/2 or that our runner has slowed down to
half-speed. In this case, in order for the relative speed, ρ = |vt − vh|, to be
unity, the head speed must be vh = −1/2. Now what would the little camera
on their head show us? As far as the tape speed goes, because the pace is
now one-half the original, or vt = 1/2, the total time duration of their run
would double and the frequencies would all be cut in half. This situation is
equivalent to slowing down the speed of a record player. But, because the
head speed is vh = −1/2, the path and all its contents would be rushing
toward the jogger to compensate for the pace slowing down, causing
everything to look as though the runner had a speed of 1. In other words,
the time duration has doubled but the frequency information has held
steady. This is time-stretching.
If the tape speed is greater than unity, then the Eltro will need to know
future samples, running more and more ahead of the current sample
number. On the other hand, if the tape speed is less than unity, then the
Eltro will play the same sample more than once, running further and
further behind the current sample number. In either case, the digital
machinery will need information in a manner out of sync with the sample
clock, which means time-stretching, by its very nature, can only run offline.
This, in turn, means that either the digital “tape” signal is pre-recorded
and lives in memory already, or it’s recorded in real time, but buffered such
that time-stretching can be enabled. Again, theoretically speaking, the tape
speed can be whatever the user wants. It could even be negative, in which
case the signal would play backwards. But for this digital recreation of the
Eltro, the tape speed will range from 0 to 2.
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4.3 COMBINATIONS OF THE TWO SIDES
What happens when pitch-shifting and time-stretching are combined? For
convenience, let’s just assume that the “tape” signal is already recorded
and it lives somewhere in memory, so that all samples are available at once.
This way we can discuss time-stretching without any confusion about
recording new input or buffering input from memory. In this case, as
discussed above, on the one hand, when vt = 1, a varying vh will produce
pitch-shifting. On the other hand, for vt ∈ [0, 2], setting vh = vt − 1, so that
ρ = |vt − vh| = 1, will produce time-stretching.
But really, for vh ∈ [−1, 1] and vt ∈ [0, 2], any combination is possible.
Figure 4.3 serves to illustrate the combinations of pitch-shifting and
time-compression using the Eltro. Tape speed is on the horizontal and head









Figure 4.3: Head Speed vs. Tape Speed
Looking at the plot, pitch-shifting with equal input and output time
durations occurs when vt = 1 and vh varies across its allowable range from
-1 to 1. Time-stretching with equal input and output pitch occurs along the
line vh = vt − 1, as explained above. Any point within
vt ∈ [0, 2]× vh ∈ [−1, 1] is possible, allowing for combinations of




We now have everything we need to put the puzzle of the Eltro together.
We have the model and the simulation to back it up. All of our goals are
met, and now it’s time to take the Eltro for a spin and to see how it does.
To measure the performance of the digital recreation of the Eltro, the
plan is to first look at impulse inputs, followed by sinusoidal inputs, and
finally musical inputs. It should be noted at this point that there’s no need
to look at speech inputs since they are essentially a combination of short,
attenuating musical inputs with impulse-like transients at the beginning of
each utterance.
In terms of how to quantify the Eltro’s performance, we will utilize both
time and frequency domain outputs. When looking at the time-domain
waveforms, we will consider temporal offsets or time smearing, transient
doubling and unwanted modulation envelopes as a result of phase
cancellations. When looking at the frequency-domain results, we will
consider magnitude ripple and, where appropriate, energy spread around
the expected output frequency bins. It’s important to note, however, that
the magnitude FFT ignores phase, which is actually quite important. So we
will take the magnitude results with a small grain of salt, so to speak; they
will merely serve as a general idea of how well the Eltro is performing. For
the sinusoidal and musical inputs, we will also look at magnitude
spectrograms as a way to visualize the Eltro’s performance. But again,
since a spectrogram ignores phase, we won’t take them too quantitatively.
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5.1 IMPULSE INPUTS
In terms of analyzing our system, trying to get a sense of what’s going on
between the input and output, the best way to start is by sending impulses
into the machine and seeing what comes out.
5.1.1 PITCH-SHIFTING RESULTS FOR IMPULSE INPUTS
Let’s look at what happens when we put our impulse into the Eltro, using
the original pitch-shifting settings, described earlier. As we now know, the
amount of pitch-shifting is determined by the parameter ρ and by keeping
vt = 1.0. That being said, an impulse is composed of all frequencies, so we
aren’t really concerned with the shifting of pitches at the moment. The
actual impulse sequence will consist of a single sample value of one at the
zeroth index, followed by a string zeros at all other indices, the total time
duration being one second.
Because we will use 440 Hz as our baseline frequency in subsequent tests,
we present here a table of expected pitch-shift frequencies, based around
the musical note A4, or 440 Hz, for different head speeds, vh, when vt = 1.0.
Table 5.1: Mapping Musical Intervals Centered Around A440 to Head
Speed, vh for vt = 1.0
Musical Interval Note ρ vh = 1.0− ρ Expected f in [Hz]
Maj. 3rd Above C♯4 2 + 4/12 -0.2599210498948732 554.3652619537442
Min. 3rd Above C5 2 + 3/12 -0.18920711500272103 523.2511306011972
Maj. 2nd Above B4 2 + 2/12 -0.12246204830937302 493.8833012561241
Min. 2nd Above A♯4 2 + 1/12 -0.05946309435929531 466.1637615180899
Unity Pitch A4 2 0/12 0.0 440.0
Min. 2nd Below A♭4 2− 1/12 0.05612568731830647 415.3046975799451
Maj. 2nd Below G 2− 2/12 0.10910128185966073 391.99543598174927
Min. 3rd Below G♭4 2− 3/12 0.1591035847462855 369.9944227116344
Maj. 3rd Below F4 2− 4/12 0.2062994740159002 349.2282314330039
Maj. 4th Below E4 2− 5/12 0.25084646156165924 329.6275569128699
With vh set to the values listed in Table 5.1, and our one-second impulse
as input to the Eltro, the results from Figure 5.1 were obtained. On the left
side of the figure, we have the time-domain waveform outputs, and on the
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right, are the magnitude FFT outputs. The rows in Table 5.1 correspond to
the rows of outputs in Figure 5.1. For example the fifth row in Table 5.1,
where vh = 0 and the expected output is equal to the input, corresponds to
the fifth row of output plots in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Pitch-Shifting of Impulse with Reference A440
Looking at Figure 5.1, two things are immediately apparent:
1) The unity-pitch output is delayed by exactly one-half buffer’s worth
of samples (B/2 in the plot), while the pitch-shifted outputs are
pre-delayed from B/2 when the pitch is increased and delayed from B/2
when the pitch is decreased.
2) The magnitude FFT’s develop subtle yet definite ripple when the
pitch is increased but not when the pitch is decreased.
The reason for (1) is that the Eltro naturally introduces a delay of one
half the buffer because of the windowing described earlier. As an example,
with vh = 0, the center-active head won’t “see” any of the tape until the
tape reaches it, and that occurs in the amount of time it takes to traverse
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one-quarter of the drum head, or B/2 amount of sample clocks. As another
example, when vh < 0, the center-active tape head will rush toward the
moving tape, and as long as the head speed isn’t too great, by the time the
center-active tape head sees the tape, it’s being fully attenuated by the
window function. At this time, however, the lower-active drum head will
have a unity gain window value, and this will occur sometime before B/2
worth of samples since the drum head is moving against the motion of the
tape. In general, then, when the pitch is increased, the read heads will
encounter the first sample of input sooner than they would normally, hence
the impulse is pushed forward in time from B/2. And vice versa for when
the pitch is decreased. The reason for (2) is not as obvious from looking at
the plots, but is due to the fact that when the pitch is increased, the read
heads will inevitably cross the same sample more than once, which amounts
to an echo in time. And this echo forms the beginning of a Dirac train,
which transforms to a train of impulses in the frequency-domain as well.
Two or three echoes of the original impulse, especially when they are
severely attenuated compared to the original, will not produce a train of
impulses in the frequency-domain, but if the echoes were allowed to
continue and if they were not attenuated, they would transform to an
impulse train in the frequency-domain. And so we’re seeing the beginnings
of such an impulse train in the magnitude FFT’s on the right-hand side of
Figure 5.1, whenever the pitch is shifted above unity.
5.1.2 TIME-STRETCHING RESULTS FOR IMPULSE INPUTS
In general, the amount of time-stretching is most closely connected with the
head speed. For example, if we’d like to stretch the signal by 10%, so that
the output has the same pitch as the input but is 1.1 times the original
length, then we set vh = −10% = −0.1 and enforce ρ = 1.0 by setting
vt = vh + ρ = 0.9. Intuitively, the tape speed is lower, so it takes longer to
get through it, hence the output is stretched. On the other hand, if we’d
like the output to be shrunk by 10%, then we’ll set vh = 10% = 0.1 and
vt = vh + ρ = 1.1. Again, intuitively, the tape speed is higher, so it will get
through the input faster, meaning the output will be shrunk. With this in
mind, we will use the following table of time-stretching amounts to measure
performance.
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Table 5.2: Mapping Time-Stretching Amounts Around a Reference Length
of 10 Seconds
Time-Stretch Percentage vh vt = vh + 1.0 Expected t in [s]
25 % Increase -0.25 0.75 12.5
20 % Increase -0.20 0.80 12.0
15 % Increase -0.15 0.85 11.5
10 % Increase -0.10 0.90 11.0
5 % Increase -0.05 0.95 10.5
Unity Time 0.00 1.00 10.0
5 % Decrease 0.05 1.05 9.5
10 % Decrease 0.10 1.10 9.0
15 % Decrease 0.15 1.15 8.5
20 % Decrease 0.20 1.20 8.0
With vh and vt set to the listed values in Table 5.2, using our 1 second
impulse signal as input to the Eltro, the results from Figure 5.2 were
obtained. As it was with pitch-shifting earlier, on the left side of Figure 5.2,
we have the time-domain waveform outputs, and on the right, we have the
magnitude FFT outputs. The rows in Table 5.2 correspond to the rows of
outputs in Figure 5.2. For example, the sixth row in Table 5.2, where the
stretching amount is zero, and the expected output length is the input
length of 1 second, corresponds to the sixth row of Figure 5.2.
Looking at Figure 5.2, two things are immediately apparent:
1) Visually speaking the time-stretching works in the sense that the
lengths are changed while the pitch is constant.
2) When the time-stretching is increased above unity, the time-domain
impulse echoes and the frequency-domain magnitude ripples.
The rippling in (2) has exactly the same explanation as it did with
pitch-shifting an impulse. This time, however, for time-stretching factors
above unity, we see an echo of the original impulse developing. In the first































































































































Figure 5.2: Time-Stretching of Impulse with Duration 10 sec
In the case of pitch-shifting an impulse, we saw rippling but nothing as
severe as what’s going on with the first two rows of Figure 5.2, and this is
simply because now we have a definite second copy of the impulse, which is
closer to a Dirac delta train in time, which transforms to a Dirac train in
frequency. The ripples are what would become a fully formed delta train if
the echoes in time were repeating more regularly. However, let’s not take
these frequency-domain ripples too seriously just yet because as we’ll
discover later on, with real-life audio inputs, the problem is not as severe as
Figure 5.2 would have us believe.
With Figure 5.2 in mind, let’s look at the actual output lengths
compared to the input. We have the following results.
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Table 5.3: Results for Time-Stretching a 1 Second Impulse
Time-Stretch Percentage Expected t in [s] Actual t in [s]
25 % Increase 1.25 1.33
20 % Increase 1.20 1.25
15 % Increase 1.15 1.17
10 % Increase 1.10 1.11
5 % Increase 1.05 1.05
Unity Time 1.00 1.00
5 % Decrease 0.95 0.95
10 % Decrease 0.90 0.90
15 % Decrease 0.85 0.86
20 % Decrease 0.80 0.83
Looking at Table 5.3, as the time-stretching factor increases above or
below unity time, the error between the expected and actual lengths
increases. This error should be taken with a grain of salt however. First of
all, as stated above the Eltro naturally introduces a delay in the output of
one-half the buffer length, B/2. And second of all, the original machine was
never intended to increase or decrease the length of input signals by more
than ±5%. And within the range of ±5%, the actual and expected output
lengths are exactly equal.
Overall, from the Eltro’s impulse response, we actually learned a good
bit, which will prove quite useful later on, because once the input signal is
anything more complicated than an impulse, it becomes increasingly
difficult to quickly and easily explain the response. In any case, let’s move
on to sinusoidal inputs to the Eltro, knowing already that we will expect
the outputs to be variously offset in time as well as rippled in the
frequency-domain.
5.2 SINUSOIDAL INPUTS
At no point in the derivation of the Eltro do we square a sum of input
values or take the sin of whatever’s on the tape. At no point do we
exponentiate the summed head signals. The point is this: The Eltro is a
linear system, and as such, it obeys the principle of superposition: if signal
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A and signal B are put through the Eltro separately and then added, the
result is the same as when signal A and signal B are first added and then
put through the Eltro. Therefore, since most signals, and certainly
everything we would be interested in for the Eltro’s input, can be created
by adding an infinite amount of shifted and scaled sinusoids together, a
great way to get a feel for the Eltro’s performance is to see how it handles
sinusoidal inputs.
With this in mind, having seen and learned from what the Eltro does to
an impulse, our next input will be a simple sine wave, which we’ll call f0. It
will have a time duration of 10 seconds and a frequency of 440 Hz, which
corresponds to the musical note of A above middle C, the general tuning
standard, A4 or A440.
5.2.1 PITCH-SHIFTING RESULTS FOR SINUSOIDAL INPUTS
For our first sinusoidal test, we’ll use the same, original pitch-shifting
settings as we did with the impulse. With vh set to the values listed in
Table 5.1, using f0 as input to the Eltro, the results from Figure 5.3 were
obtained. Once again, on the left side of the figure we have the
time-domain waveform outputs, and on the right we have the magnitude
FFT outputs. Additionally, in each FFT plot, the expected frequencies (the
musical notes from Table 5.1) have been marked with a notch on the
horizontal axes. Again, the rows in Table 5.1 correspond to the rows of
outputs in Figure 5.3. For example the fifth row in Table 5.1, where vh = 0
and the expected output is equal to the input, corresponds to the fifth row
of output plots in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Pitch-Shifting of 440 Hz Sinusoid with Reference A440
Looking at Figure 5.3, a few things immediately jump out:
1) The unison output is dead-on. Its time-domain waveform looks great
and the FFT magnitude lands square on the correct frequency.
2) As the pitch-shifting is increased in either direction, the time-domain
outputs are amplitude modulated at higher frequencies. In musical
terms, the output develops a more pronounced tremolo.
3) As the pitch-shifting is increased in either direction, the frequency
domain energy is more spread out around the expected frequency.
Observations (2) and (3) were not readily apparent from the impulse
response. With (2), what we’re seeing is the result of phase cancellations
due to the complementary window functions applied to the center-active
and upper- or lower-active head, depending on whether the head speed is
positive or negative, respectively. In plain terms, inevitably, since the two
drum heads are adding values of the same sinusoid but at different phases,
there will be times when those two values are on opposite sides of the
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horizontal axis. And whenever this happens, the output will be lower than
the absolute value of the maximum of either of those two values.
Furthermore, the rate of this modulation is inherently connected with the
buffer length, since that determines how often the drum heads start over.
And what’s more, the effect is visibly, geometrically symmetric in ρ about
unity. In other words, ρ = 2 + 1/12, one row above unity pitch, produces the
same modulation envelope as ρ = 2− 1/12. Likewise, ρ = 2 + 2/12, two rows
above unity pitch, produces the same modulation envelope as two rows
below unity pitch, where ρ = 2− 2/12.
Observation (3) can be explained by interpreting (2) as what happens
with frequency beating, when two frequencies are very close to each other
but not quite equal. When this happens, the result is the modulation
envelope we’re seeing. In the frequency domain, this corresponds to a
spreading of the energy around a center frequency, which corresponds to
the target frequency, based on the desired amount of pitch-shifting,
determined by vh. On the other hand, we may also interpret (3) as the
sinusoidal version of the frequency rippling we saw in the case of the
impulse input. But here, since the magnitude frequency of a sinusoid is a
single spike, the rippling is local about that spike.
It should also be noted that, although not clearly visible from Figure 5.3,
the time-domain outputs are offset in exactly the same manner as they
were more obviously in the case of impulse inputs to the Eltro.
Overall, a better picture of the Eltro’s response is coming together.
Before moving on to time-stretching sinusoids, let’s look at how the Eltro
handles real-time sweeping of the head speed.
Sweeping Pitch-Shift with Sinusoidal Input
The next test, in terms of measuring performance, is to sweep the vh
“knob” as the input is streaming into the Eltro and then look at
spectrograms of the output. In this case, we’ll use two vh profiles, or knob
sweeps, as inputs. The first one will take vh from 1 to -1, corresponding to
an expected output of 0 Hz to double the frequency of the input,
2× f0 = 880 Hz, in 10 seconds. And the second input will sweep vh from 1
to -1, corresponding to an expected output of 880 to 0 Hz in 10 seconds.
The spectrograms in Figure 5.4 were obtained.
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Figure 5.4: Spectrograms for Sweeping Pitch-Shift of 440 Hz Sinusoid
Looking at Figure 5.4, two things immediately stand out.
1) The first is that, indeed, the knob sweeps are producing the expected
output frequency sweeps.
2) The second thing is that as the head-speed knob sweeps further and
further away from 0 velocity in either direction, the spectrogram
magnitude is “fuzzier”.
Observation (2) is the visual manifestation of the loss of phase coherence,
or phasiness as it’s sometimes called. As mentioned at the outset of this
chapter, however, we shouldn’t take these frequency-domain results too
quantitatively because we’re ignoring the FFT phase. The biggest takeaway
here is that visually speaking, the Eltro is performing as expected.
5.2.2 TIME-STRETCHING RESULTS FOR SINUSOIDAL INPUTS
As stated in the impulse section, the amount of time-stretching is most
closely connected with the head speed. For example, if we’d like to stretch
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the signal by 10%, so that the output has the same pitch as the input but is
1.1 times the original length, then we set vh = −10% = −0.1 and enforce
ρ = 1.0 by setting vt = vh + ρ = 0.9. Intuitively, the tape speed is lower, so
it takes longer to get through it, hence the output is stretched. Just as with
the impulse input, to measure time-stretching performance using sinusoids,
we will use the values listed in Table 5.2.
With vh and vt set to the listed values in Table 5.2, using f0 as input to
the Eltro, the results from Figure 5.5 were obtained. As before, on the left
side of the figure, we have the time-domain waveform outputs, and on the
right, we have the magnitude FFT outputs. The rows in Table 5.2
correspond to the rows of outputs in Figure 5.5. For example, the sixth row
in Table 5.2, where the stretching amount is zero, and the expected output












































































Figure 5.5: Time-Stretching of 440 Hz Sinusoid with Duration 10 sec
Looking at Figure 5.5, a few things are immediately apparent:
1) Visually speaking the time-stretching works in the sense that the
lengths are changed while the pitch is constant.
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2) We’re seeing the same modulation envelope on the output as we saw
with pitch-shifting a sinusoid.
3) As the time-stretching factor is increased above or below unity time,
the FFT energy is spread more and more around the input frequency.
In other words, with more time-stretching, the output pitch changes
from unity, which is opposite the goal of time-stretching.
None of the above observations present anything we haven’t already seen,
so they don’t really need any explaining. With Figure 5.5 in mind then,
let’s move on and compare the actual and expected output lengths.
Table 5.4: Results for Time-Stretching a 10 Second, 440 Hz Sinusoid
Time-Stretch Percentage Expected t in [s] Actual t in [s]
25 % Increase 12.5 13.3
20 % Increase 12.0 12.4
15 % Increase 11.5 11.7
10 % Increase 11.0 11.1
5 % Increase 10.5 10.5
Unity Time 10.0 10.0
5 % Decrease 9.5 9.5
10 % Decrease 9.0 9.0
15 % Decrease 8.5 8.6
20 % Decrease 8.0 8.3
The results in Table 5.4 show the same outcome as we saw with the
impulse time-stretching. While it’s important to make sure we have
consistent output, there’s no need to reexplain it. And again, the Eltro was
never intended to severely time-stretch its input, so the fringe rows in Table
5.4 aren’t of much concern to us anyway.
Sweeping Time-Stretch with Sinusoidal Input
For completeness, let’s take a look at what happens when we sweep a
time-stretch by varying vh and vt at the same time so that ρ is held steady
at 1.0. The first sweep will vary vh from 0.5 to -0.5 and vt from 1.5 to 0.5
and the second sweep will take vh from -0.5 to 0.5 and vt from 0.5 to 1.5. In
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both cases, ρ will always be 1.0 so that the output pitch should remain a
constant 440 Hz.
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Sweep from 50% Shrink to 50% Stretch
Figure 5.6: Spectrograms for Sweeping Time-Stretch of 10 Second, 440 Hz Sinusoid
The resulting spectrograms in Figure 5.6 show that the pitch is indeed a
steady 440 Hz for the entire 10 seconds of output. There is variation on the
ends, when the time-stretch factor is pushed to ±50%, but in terms of
speech and music, it’s better than good enough and more importantly, as
stated earlier, the Eltro was never intended to take time-stretching this far.
5.3 MUSICAL INPUTS
From impulses, we learned that the Eltro output is delayed by B/2 and in
certain cases, the magnitude frequency-response is rippled. From sinusoidal
inputs, we learned that the magnitude frequency-response energy spreads
out around the expected frequency bins. But judging the Eltro by its
response to these elementary inputs does not paint a full enough picture;
the real world is not as simple and ideal as impulses and pure sine waves.
To get a better sense of how it’s performing, we need signals with richer
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harmonic content. With that in mind, let’s move on to musical inputs,
starting with a simple monophonic flute recording of A4, followed by one of
multiple flutes playing the harmonies of an A chord.
5.3.1 PITCH-SHIFTING RESULTS FOR MUSICAL INPUTS
First, let’s see what we’re dealing with. Figure 5.7 shows the time-domain
waveform we’ll be looking at and its corresponding magnitude FFT.
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Figure 5.7: Solo Flute Playing A4, f0 = 440 Hz
In Figure 5.7, it’s clear that a single flute note contains multiples of its
fundamental and is therefore much richer than a simple sine wave. Just like
the case of the single sinusoid, the first test is to see how the digital
recreation of the Eltro handles its original pitch-shifting settings.
With vh once again set to the values listed in Table 5.1, the results from
Figure 5.8 were obtained. As before, on the left side of the figure, we have
the time-domain waveform outputs, and on the right, we have the
magnitude FFT outputs, where in each FFT plot, the expected frequencies
(the musical notes from Table 5.1) have been marked with a notch. The
rows in Table 5.1 correspond to the rows of outputs in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Pitch-Shifting of Solo Flute Note A4 with Reference A440
Looking at Figure 5.8, first of all, we’re not including the harmonics in
demonstrating the pitch movement. It’s a given that they’re shifting as
they should, otherwise when listening to the output, it would sound awful.
Second of all, there’s not much to take away here that we didn’t already
know. The FFT energy is spread around the fundamental, but not any
more so than the unity-pitch output. So, really, the energy spreading
doesn’t seem to be a problem with “real-life” musical inputs as much as it
was with ideal sinusoids. The biggest takeaway from Figure 5.8 is that the
pronounced tremolo or time-domain modulation we were seeing on the
sinusoidal outputs is gone, at least visually speaking.
Sweeping Pitch-Shift with Musical Input
In parallel with the sinusoidal discussion, the next test, in terms of
measuring performance, is to sweep the vh “knob” as a recording of
multiple flutes harmonizing an A chord is streaming into the Eltro and then
look at spectrograms of the output. Once again, we’ll consider two knob
sweeps. The first will take vh from 1 to -1, corresponding to an expected
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output of 0 Hz to double the frequencies of the input, in 10 seconds. And
the second will sweep vh from 1 to -1, corresponding to an expected output
of double the input frequencies to 0 Hz in 10 seconds. The spectrograms in
Figure 5.9 were obtained.
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Sweep from Pitch Double to DC
Figure 5.9: Spectrograms for Sweeping Pitch-Shift of Flute Chord A
Looking at Figure 5.9, it’s immediately apparent that we are dealing with
many harmonics, indicated by the diverging frequency lines as time goes by.
We also note that, as was the case with the single sinusoidal input, the
spectrogram magnitude is “fuzzier” toward the horizontal edges where the
pitch-shifting is most intense. Something we didn’t see before, however, is
that the highest harmonics are fuzzy throughout, but we should expect this
because these harmonics are not nearly as focused in FFT magnitude as the
fundamental and its first few multiples. Additionally, the higher the
harmonic, the less energy overall. And anyway, once again, as mentioned at
the outset of this chapter, we shouldn’t take the FFT magnitudes too
quantitatively because we’re ignoring phase information. And, as also
mentioned previously, the Eltro was never intended to shift its input pitch
by such extreme amounts as is happening on the horizontal edges of the
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spectrograms in Figure 5.9.
5.3.2 TIME-STRETCHING RESULTS FOR MUSICAL INPUTS
To measure time-stretching performance, as before, we will use the vh and
vt values from Table 5.2. With our flute recording of A4 as input to the
Eltro, the results from Figure 5.10 were obtained. Once again, on the left
side of the figure, we have the time-domain waveform outputs, and on the
right, we have the magnitude FFT outputs. The rows in Table 5.2











































































Figure 5.10: Time-Stretching of Solo Flute Note A4 with Duration 10 sec
Figure 5.10 serves mainly to reinforce what we learned from the Eltro’s
ability to time-stretch impulse and sinusoidal inputs. The results are
essentially the same in that 1) visually speaking, the time-stretching works
in the sense that the lengths are changed while the pitch is held constant,
and 2) as the time-stretching factor is changed from unity, the FFT energy
spreads differently around the input frequencies. In fact, with actual
musical inputs, it appears as though when the signal is stretched, the
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energy spreads out, but when the signal is squeezed, the energy tightens up
around the input frequency. Either way, there’s still a tradeoff between
time-stretching amount and precision, but we already knew this based on
the sinusoidal response. And besides, the Eltro was never meant to handle
such extreme time-stretching anyway, so we’re not particularly bothered by
the fringe cases illustrated in Figure 5.10.
There’s no need to tabulate the expected versus measured output lengths
for the various time-stretching factors here because the amount of
time-stretching has nothing to do with what’s being time-stretched and
since the sinusoidal and musical inputs are both 10 seconds long, the
outputs will be equal for corresponding time-stretch factors.
Sweeping Time-Stretch with Sinusoidal Input
For our last musical input test, let’s take a look at what happens when we
sweep a time-stretch by varying vh and vt at the same time so that ρ is
constantly 1.0. For input, we will use the harmonizing flutes playing an A
chord. And like before, the first sweep will vary vh from 0.5 to -0.5 and vt
from 1.5 to 0.5 and the second sweep will take vh from -0.5 to 0.5 and vt
from 0.5 to 1.5. In both cases, ρ will always be 1.0 so that the output pitch
should remain a constant 440 Hz.
Looking at Figure 5.11, all of the many harmonics are holding steady for
the entire 10 seconds of output. Once again, there is variation on the ends,
when the time-stretch factor is pushed to ±50%, but we already knew this
was the case, and besides, we know the Eltro was never meant to
time-stretch that much anyway, so it’s not concerning.
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Sweep from 50 % Stretch to 50 % Shrink














Sweep from 50 % Shrink to 50 % Stretch
Figure 5.11: Spectrograms for Sweeping Time-Stretch of Flute Chord A
5.4 THE BIG PICTURE
We looked at three different types of inputs to the Eltro: impusles,
sinusoids and musical signals. From the impulse response, we learned that
the Eltro introduces a time-delay in its output, equal to a range of values
centered around a half-buffer’s worth of sample clocks. We also learned
that with increasingly negative head speed, the magnitude FFT develops
more and more ripples, which is best explained by the fact that
counterclockwise drum rotation leads to reading the same bits of tape more
than once, or echoes, which transform to ripples.
From the sinusoidal response, we saw that for any relative velocity, or ρ,
not equal to one, the output develops a modulation envelope. And this is
simply explained by the fact that, inevitably, for any value of drum cutoff,
θ, greater than the minimum of 45°, even though the complementary
window functions do their best to avoid it, there will be two simultaneous
non-zero tape reads output at the same time. And since the signal is a
simple sine wave, these two tape reads will be of opposite sign and their
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divergence will be periodic in its own right based on the input frequency’s
relationship to the buffer length. Hence, we get this tremolo effect, or
relatively slow (sub-audio) modulation of the waveform.
From the musical response, the most important takeaway was that some
of the impulse and sinusoidal concerns weren’t as important as we thought.
For example, visually speaking at least, the modulation envelopes on the
time-domain outputs were, for all and intents and purposes, gone. And yes,
there was FFT energy spreading in the pitch-shifting results, but not any
more than with the unity-pitch output. So basically, real-life signals
naturally aren’t as laser-focused as a sine wave is in the frequency-domain
and the unnatural spreading introduced by the Eltro is outweighed by the
natural spread in the signal itself. In terms of time-stretching the musical
inputs, visually speaking, as the head speed goes more negative, there is
noticeable frequency spreading in the FFT magnitudes.
In general, the Eltro is not a transparent machine; it introduces two
major types of artifacts: 1) transient doubling (the echoes we saw in the
impulse response), and 2) phasiness, which is unfortunately the best way to
describe a vague thing. It’s essentially a combination of the tremolo, or
phase cancellations we saw in the sinusoidal response and the FFT
magnitude spreading we saw in both the sinusoidal and musical cases.
Overall, however, words are fundamentally incapable of describing the
experience of what something actually sounds like. And these two artifacts
are simply not noticeable in the pitch-shifting / time-stretching range the
Eltro was intended to be operated in. Furthermore, when the Eltro is
pushed beyond its intended range, these two artifacts are actually barely
noticeable. Lastly, compared to the more popular frequency-domain
counterpart to the Eltro, known as the phase vocoder, the Eltro can do
pitch-shifting with virtually no latency; there’s no FFT to wait around for
before we hear output. And that’s a big deal.
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